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Introduction
The Danish foreign ministry, relief worker, and missionary archives contain a wealth of
documentation on the Armenian genocide and related issues. Lately, 80 diplomatic reports, mainly
from the Danish envoy in Constantinople, Carl Ellis Wandel, have been published online on
www.armenocide.net and translated into English and German alongside similar German and
Turkish documentation.1 There are also several relatively recent or forthcoming publications based
to a large extent on such sources.2 But still, very many documents that can shed light on various
aspects of the fate of the Ottoman Armenians remain to be published. Some of the most interesting
of these are found in the archives of the Danish missionary organization Women Missionary
Workers (Kvindelige Missions Arbejdere; KMA).3 Three of those documents are published in full
here with a thorough introduction and annotations, two of them for the first time.
The most well-known of the Danish KMA field workers in Anatolia is arguably
missionary nurse Maria Jacobsen, whose 1907-1919 diaries from the region of Mamouret-ul-Aziz
(Harput/Kharpert) have been published in Armenian and English.4 But Maria Jacobsen was but one
of four Danish KMA women missionaries in the Harput region during those years. Hansine
Marcher, Jenny Jensen, and Karen Marie Petersen also witnessed and in various ways described the
destruction of the Armenians in and around the „twin towns‟ of Harput and Mezreh (Mamouret-ulAziz; Mezereh; Elazig). Karen Marie Petersen, the main focus of this article, was director of the
Danish orphanage Emaus (Emmaus) at Mezreh from 1909 until 1919, when she left the Empire with
Danish KMA colleague Maria Jacobsen as the American ABCFM (American Board of
Commissioners for Foreign Missions) missionaries returned to Mezreh and Harput to take over
protecting and caring for literally thousands of Armenian survivors where the Danes left.
Like most of her colleagues, Karen Marie Petersen was relatively well educated and
spoke (besides Danish) German, Armenian, Turkish, and, it appears, English. She was born 1881 in
the provincial Danish town Nykøbing Sjælland. Little is known of her early years, but it is likely
that she had a middle class background, as she was daughter of a local inspector of customs
(„toldforvalter‟). And, like Maria Jacobsen and several other missionaries, she adopted an orphaned
Armenian survivor during the latter stages of the war, a girl she named Hope. Petersen, Jacobsen, as
well as most other Scandinavian missionaries in the region had planned to return to their posts as

soon as they had recovered from the physical and mental strains of the genocide years. But it
quickly turned out to be impossible due to the rise of Mustafa Kemal (Atatürk) and his nationalist
movement, especially given the radical anti-missionary and anti-Armenian policies which this
movement pursued. Instead, Petersen went to work for KMA in Syria and Lebanon for years to
come, at times in direct connection with the prominent U.S. organization Near East Relief (NER).
Through world war, genocide, and genocide‟s aftermath, Karen Marie Petersen wrote
letters and postcards to KMA members, and during the war years some of these writings made it
past the Ottoman censors to Denmark. She also collected survivor testimonies from 1915 onward,
and she herself witnessed death marches and an area littered with the remains of Armenians. No
diaries of hers have been found in the archives or are mentioned in the sources, but it seems likely
that she did keep a personal journal of sorts. For instance, in a 1932 publication by the Danish
KMA, Petersen gave this description of the fate of the Armenians in the Harput region, including of
the immediate destruction of their culture and religion, a description that appears to have been
written down immediately after the events:
October 1915. An excursion at the time of deportation. Today we went for a drive. It was the first time
this year we allowed ourselves that pleasure. We drove out of the main road – and were happy about the
sunshine and the strong, fresh air. But our joy was soon ruined by the sad sight of skeletons, newly dug
graves in the ditches, and scattered bones out in the fields. It took no more than 10 minutes away from
town before we saw the first head lie in the ditch, and the further out we got, the more of this we saw.
[…] Out in the villages they tear down all the churches. It is difficult to demolish the century-old walls,
but they must come down; all signs of Christianity must go. The Armenian language is no more to be
heard. Even the stones from the Christian churchyards are being removed and used as doorsteps, and
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the plows are pulled through the graves.

In an earlier KMA publication from 1920, Karen Marie Petersen had also reported on
how the Ottoman authorities in Mezreh put up posters with the message that ”Anyone – Muslim or
Christian – hiding an Armenian in his home will be hanged in his doorway and the house will be
burned to the ground.”6 She describes herself as feeling paralyzed in the midst of the horrors of the
summer of 1915, a nightmare that she subsequently tries to avoid recollecting where “a whole
defenseless people led to slaughter as sheep according to a devilishly concocted and executed plan
of extermination.”7 This is how she experienced the deportation from Mezreh, a description that
confirms and adds to similar descriptions:8
The summer morning when we had to bid farewell to our dearest friends in Mezreh who were being
driven from their homes that day was so awful. Early in the morning I went through the town to say
goodbye. Everyone was about to break up and load their clothes on donkeys or carts. Especially in the
town‟s poor neighborhood there was wild confusion, since many have not wanted to believe that it
would become serious and have thus not made any preparations, but are rather chased out as they are.

They do not want to go, they cry and throw themselves to the ground: „Let us die here!‟ they plead. The
gendarmes hit them with their rifle butt or pull them out of the house by the hair, lock the door behind
them, and put the key in their pocket. They have no home anymore – and they follow the others.
Out on the road they walk constantly until late in the afternoon: young and old, blind and crippled,
women so exhausted from fear and emotion that they are not able to stand up, and old men doddering
along with their cane. A father, surrounded by his children, yells when he sees us: „We have taken up
our cross and follow Jesus!‟ – I have met [German missionaries] Mr. and Mrs. Ehmann, and together
we walk part of the way on the road with the caravan. They all want to shake our hands to say goodbye
while the tears stream down their faces, and they say: „We walk to our deaths, pray for us!‟ It is as if
our hearts will burst; to watch this misery and not being able to do anything! Still the crowd grows; we
see ox carts with a sun screen over a group of smiling children‟s faces, cows loaded with bedding and
kitchenware, and finally whole columns of mounted gendarmes armed with rifles, filled cartridge belts,
and knives and revolvers by their side – they go out „to protect,‟ it sends shivers down our spine to see
them!

Already that same evening the missionaries get confirmation that they are right in expecting the
worst:
It was then that another mass of people arrived in town – expellees from Erzinjan and Erzerum – who
had left their homes about a month ago, just like our friends left their homes today. They were all
ragged, half-naked, starved, and exhausted. They made camp at a field right outside of town. They were
mostly women and children, some old men and adolescent boys. The strong and powerful men had
been killed after one day‟s journey. They were yelling and screaming for something to eat. At the
orphanages we quickly cooked up food in large containers and drove it out on a wagon. They threw
themselves at us like wild animals, we were nearly crushed to death. In an instant the food was gone – it
was like a drop in the ocean.
Many were lying around with fever begging for milk; their tongues were swollen and they had not been
able to eat for days. Their arms were burnt by the sun, the skin was torn, and their feet were swollen so
that they could hardly walk. The air was filled with stench; most had dysentery – dying people were
scattered around, but death was greeted with joy, as a liberator! This was the first time I came into close
contact with the expelled, but it would not be the last. No, the whole summer it was repeated; one
crowd after the other marched through town which now acquired the name „The Great Slaughterhouse‟
– because the horrible thing was that once they had reached our town all men were killed a few hours
9
from there after having left again.

To Petersen, it was therefore of vital importance to bear witness to the horrors around
her that destroyed everything she and her colleagues cared for and worked for. As she wrote in a
letter to the Danish KMA‟s Armenia Committee, 22 September 1917: “When peace comes, I will –
God willing – return and tell everything.” In that same letter which was written in German, one of
the languages approved by the Ottoman censors, she also directs a measure of sarcasm at those very
censors – “I don‟t want to bore the most honored censors by writing long letters” – and more
explicitly promises to return to tell her colleagues what actually happened to the Armenian orphans
from the Emaus orphanage in her care.10 Missionaries in Petersen‟s situation would, for their own
safety and the safety of surviving Armenians, usually use Bible quotes or euphemisms in similar

open communication subject to censorship. So such a thinly veiled promise or threat to return and
speak up about the Armenian genocide must be considered very bold and unusual indeed.11
It is no surprise, then, that what had happened to the Emaus orphans and,
subsequently, to the handfuls of Armenian survivors who one by one found their way to the
orphanage from late 1915 on after having escaped from death marches or forced assimilation in
Muslim households, became the main focus for Karen Marie Petersen in her efforts to tell the world
about the fate of the Armenians. Thus, in the archives of the Danish KMA there is a handwritten
exercise book as well as several hand-written and type-written texts that contain detailed survivor
accounts or testimonies, all written down by Karen Marie Petersen during or after World War I. The
accounts are usually not signed or dated, but the handwriting clearly matches that of signed letters
and postcards by Petersen. Furthermore, some of the accounts are likely to have been written down
relatively shortly after the events described therein – there is, e.g., an often somewhat „messy‟ use
of past and present tense, the abbreviations, and the occasional abrupt ending. Perhaps for the same
reason, the accounts also contain a number of typos, inconsistencies, etc., so the translations have
been silently and carefully edited for spelling and style.
While a thorough, comprehensive regional study is still lacking and very much
needed, the specific execution and consequences of the Armenian genocide in the Mamouret-ulAziz province have hardly been ignored in the literature, nor is there an overall lack of survivor
testimonies.12 But to approach a fuller understanding of these events in general and of the
experiences of Karen Marie Petersen and the region in particular, as well as to continue making
relevant Danish archival documents accessible to a wider audience, three of the accounts are
translated below in full from Danish into English with notes and comments. The first two appear to
have been dictated by Armenian survivors to Petersen, and the third quite clearly is an account of
Petersen‟s own experiences with trying to rescue an Armenian friend from a prominent Muslim
Kurdish household („Harem‟).

1: ”A miserable Armenian family.”13
This first survivor account is on the ordeals of a large Armenian family driven from Bitlis
(Baghesh) in Eastern Anatolia into the Syrian desert and beyond, at first by the Young Turk (CUP)
regime and then by the Kemalists. It was dictated by an Armenian woman to Karen Marie Petersen
in 1927 and contains no biographical data. The caption, “A miserable Armenian family,” is the one

used by Petersen, perhaps contemplating publishing the story in a book, pamphlet, newspaper, or
journal, as was often the case with survivor testimonies, etc., collected by KMA:
“12 years ago I was with my whole family, which then consisted of my husband, myself, our 5 boys
and 3 girls.14 We were from Bitlis, a large town in Armenia; my husband was killed there before the
Emigrations [sic] started and we went away; then I was left alone with my children when the Turks
forced us to leave our town. We had to walk for 5 weeks before we came to Mardin, and it was a
very arduous journey as our foodstuffs ran out and we had nothing to eat or drink, so since we were
very hungry we had to eat grass; furthermore, the paths were very bad and we often had to climb
over rocks instead of sticking to the good road.
On that journey 3 of my boys and one of the girls were taken by the Turks, and I still
do not know if they are alive or dead. After 5 weeks we came to Mardin, and after we had stayed
there for a week we were sent to Ras-el-Ain [Ras-el-Ayn; Ras-ul-Ain], and when we left they killed
all the men and every single boy with sticks and guns, and they took many young girls away from
their mothers, even if they did not want to go but cried and screamed; it did not help anything, the
Turks took them by force. So after a long journey we came to Ras-el-Ain, and there we saw
hundreds of people who had come from Intilly [Intilli; Intily; Entilli] and other places. Here, our
troubles began in earnest, as they killed many of those who were with us, and many other died of
starvation. My little girl Loucy, who was 6 years old, died of starvation and lice since we could not
wash and clean ourselves,15 so now I only had 3 of my children left.
At that time we were so weak that we could hardly walk, but the gendarmes forced us
forward to Hama and Homs. There we had to work for the Turks as servants from early morning to
late in the evening, without us getting more than a piece of bread for our work, but we did it anyway
as we would otherwise have had nothing to eat. After some time they sent us to Aleppo; that
journey was terrible, I lost one of my children and they hit us with sticks because we could not
walk. When we came to Aleppo two of my children died of typhus and starvation as we had nothing
to eat except from what we found in the garbage piles.16
Later the local government opened some weaving mills, and there they paid us a
quarter of an ocha of bread, and we were very happy since we thought that we had found rest. After
we had worked there for some time the English soldiers came to Aleppo [in 1918], and while the
place was under British rule we were alright in every way. After 8-9 months the local government
sent us to D.yol [Dortyol; Chork Marzban], and there we stayed and could provide for ourselves.

We worked on the roads with carrying rocks and dirt,17 and we suffered no harm, but after 2 years
the Turks began to attack us. We now lived in great fear, and as everyone from D.yol had to move
to the rescue station Alexanttre [Alexandrette; Iskenderun; Hatay] they started to tear down the
houses in order to bring the boards to Alexanttre to build new houses there. It was in the autumn 18
and it rained a lot, so all the property got wet and a lot of people got sick.
When we came to Alexanttre 8 days later we had no houses to live in and nothing to
eat, and it rained so much that all the blankets that we used as beds got completely wet; we had a
very hard time there. 6 months later the French brought us to Damascus where one of my children
died; I grieved so much that I became completely confused, and I was seeking here and there to find
something, but in Damascus there was no help for us, we had to try to find work by washing and
scrubbing the houses of the rich. That way 2½ years passed; then, suddenly, the Turks started to
attack us once more. One Sunday morning they suddenly fell over us and killed the women and
children they met; there I once more lost one of my children.”19

2: ”Sevart Mikaelian”20

In contrast to the Armenian woman survivor above, slightly more is known about Sevart Mikaelian,
including, obviously, her name. According to the 1919-1920 KMA Armenia Committee protocol
containing various brief information on the surviving Emaus orphans and their Danish „foster
parents‟ („sponsors‟), Sevart Mihaelian (sic), number 32 on the Emaus list, ”Lost mother and sister
and was taken by a Turkish official. Came to Emaus in 1918. 1919: [she is] approximately 16 [years
old].”21 It was quite common for abducted Armenian children to be ignorant or uncertain of their
age or even their name, but Sevart was at most a teenager when she was given to a Turkish officer
and brought to Mezreh, where she was released or escaped to the Danish orphanage in 1918. Karen
Marie Petersen tells the story of Sevart Mikaelian in third person, of her departure from Erzerum,
her ordeals on the prolonged death march, her arrival in Mosul, Iraq, and her return to Anatolia:
“Her father [was a] shoemaker in Erzeroom [Erzeroum; Erzurum] and died 1 year before. She, her
mother, and 3 sisters broke up from E. when they were exiled. When they came to Kemach
[Kemagh; Kamakh; Gamagh; Kemakh-Boghaz] all the young men were separated from the others,
and they heard shortly after that everyone had been killed. 22 It was also here that an order was

received that they were not allowed to take their belongings with them, and their foodstuffs,
bedding, carriages, and cows were taken from them by the local T [Turks]. They also wanted to kill
the men, but through bribes it was made possible to keep some alive. Her brother-in-law was hidden
under the bedding in a carriage that they had been allowed to keep; other men were disguised as
women. Some men were also killed when they came to the river, while they by paying managed to
get the brother-in-law across the river.
They had given the money to the poor to carry for them, as they themselves were
often searched. When they came to the river they once more threw [illegible] in the water. When
they came to Djisere they had to cross the water once more. The hired gendarmes that accompanied
them constantly said, ‟you will all be killed,‟ and everywhere corpses were in fact left behind. They
walked from early morning until evening; when they camped in the evening they could buy bread
from the Kurds. For 2 months they constantly wandered around in the mountains and saw no other
people; when they came to Mosul only 50 were left. They died of heat and thirst. When they passed
the villages the Turks came on horses and took the girls they wanted. Sevart and her sister cut off
their hair and put on ragged clothing to avoid being noticed.
When a girl resisted, the Turks took her by the hair and dragged her up on the horse.
Arusiag Tarafian resisted when a gendarme wanted her. They said to her father, ‟if you give her [to
us] we will let you live,‟ but he refused, whereupon they shot him, then the mother, and finally the
girl before everybody‟s eyes. This happened by the river and many suffered a similar fate. They
killed a man sitting on a donkey which dragged him further along; an old man was called on to give
away his money and when he said, ‟I‟m poor,‟ they said, ‟turn your back,‟ and shot him. They
constantly wandered among corpses; when they saw that people were shot or robbed, the rest of
them ran along in a frightened state.
When they came to a small stream Sevart‟s aunt, whose 4 children had all been killed,
said, ‟I can‟t stand it any longer,‟ and threw herself into the water; with all their efforts they still
could not keep her from doing it, and she drowned. Many threw their small children into the bushes
and continued walking, or the gendarmes killed them. Or they threw the children in the water before
jumping in themselves. When they came to Dohag there were still a couple of young men left,
among those were Sevart‟s brother-in-law. An Armenian, Simon Talan, betrayed him to the
gendarmes, telling them that ‟the woman with a scarf covering the nose is a man.‟ Until now he had
had money with him all the time to give to the gendarme if he should find out who he was. When he
gave the money without speaking the gendarme said ‟speak or I‟ll kill you.‟ His sister then joined in

and promised to give him a watch if they would spare him, but the brother-in-law said, ‟no matter
how much I give, I will still be killed, I want to at least kill one,‟ and he hit the gendarme on the
arm so that the weapon fell out of his hand, picked it up and shot the gendarme, whereupon he
himself was killed. The man who had betrayed him was killed himself 2 hours from there.
Now only 3 men were left, they were lined up and shot after having had their clothes
removed. At one place a woman argued with a gendarme and he took his rifle and thrust the pointed
end into her ear and twisted it so that the whole head was crushed. This woman had been
accompanying Sevart‟s mother the whole time, and the mother and [Sevart‟s] little sister had stayed
behind with her when this happened. They now also became mad at her and wanted to kill her, but
another gendarme came and said, ‟I feel sorry for the child,‟ and she was released. They were on
such a narrow road that a horse or a donkey could hardly walk there. It happened that people who
had rented donkeys and who had only little strength left fell, with donkey and everything, into the
deep where the river ran and perished there. Twice everyone was searched, and their money was
taken from them.
Once they came to a mountainous place, „Devebayun,‟ and there the gendarmes had
been ordered to walk in the front while only a few stayed behind. They then started to shoot
between the mountains and it was said: ‟the Kurds have come to attack you. They demand such and
such an amount of ransom‟; they now collected a whole pile of jewelry which the gendarmes took
themselves and several were killed on this occasion. Now they came to Sacho where there was a
friendly Kaimakhan [Kaymakam; sub-governor], he sent them food and let the sick be brought to
Mosul on horses, 4 hours travel from there, and thereafter they were not plundered anymore. They
were supposed to have continued further on to Baghdad, but the Kaimakhan (Circassian) made sure
that they stayed in Mosul, he said that they were devastated and could not take anymore.
In Mosul they were taken to a big house and local Armenians brought them food. Here
they stayed for 2 months, and then it was said that ‟those with money can take care of themselves,
the others are to be sent into Sevkiat,‟ and one part was sent back to Dovok. Sevart and her mother
rented part of a house. One of her sisters (the married one) took a Turk. The mother, who mostly
thought of the past and always cried, became ill and died within 3 days, and Sevart and her little
sister then came to the married sister; the second-youngest of the sisters had died before that (she
had become fearful when they wanted to kill the mother and did not recover since).
She was there for a month and the Turkish brother-in-law then gave Sevart to an
official who was travelling to Mezereh, despite the fact that the sister cried and did not want to let

her go. First they let her travel with a Turkish woman (some 15 days of travel) to Mezereh. He had
travelled ahead of her and was then lying sick at the hospital, and she then stayed in his house.
When he got out from the hospital she was with another young Armenian girl at his place, she was
treated like his daughter and was helping with everything in the house.”

3: “Digin Versjin”23

Besides from the most well-known and high-placed members of the Armenian elite, like bishops,
politicians, and artists, it is rare to find more than one – if any – source to the fate of Armenian
individuals during the Armenian genocide, especially when these individuals happen to be women
or children. One exception is Digin Versjin from Harput. The Armenian word „Digin‟ translates into
„Mrs.,‟ or, more broadly, „the female head of the household,‟ at times apparently roughly connoting
something like „Lady.‟ Digin Versjin was in fact member of the local Armenian „elite‟ in the
Mamouret-ul-Aziz region. In the sources familiar to me not many other Armenian women are
referred to as „Digin‟ by European and American missionaries (let alone by Kurds or Turks), so she
must have been perceived to be something out of the ordinary. Digin Versjin, a.k.a. Vergene, was
originally from Adana, Cilicia, as mentioned by U.S. missionary Tacy Atkinson in her published
Harput diaries from before and during the Armenian genocide. The following diary entry is dated
20 July 1916; it is basically a brief summary of Digin Versjin‟s life and fate up until that date:

I have been to call on Digin Vergene this morning. Her husband was a man of some wealth. Twenty
five years ago he went to America and became a citizen, then he went to Liverpool ten years ago and
married this girl from Adana. He retained his American citizenship but just before the war he with his
wife and children returned here, and he took again his Turkish citizenship in order to regain some
property here. Then the war came on and he lost his right of American protection. Last July he was sent
in the „Sevkiat‟ [„deportation,‟ MB] with his wife and children. He was delivered into the hands of a
powerful Kurd whose men were sent to do the killing. This man was taken from the araba [a horse- or
oxen driven carriage, MB] and killed before the eyes of his wife and children.
The Kurd saw the wife who is a pretty woman. He took her to his home and wanted to marry her, but
his own wife made such a fuss that he soon decided not to marry her. She also refused to marry him,
but she was in his power and was not allowed to go out. She soon became pregnant. In May he
offended the Vali [Sabit Bey, MB] and was put in prison. Then her baby was born, she begs him to let
her go as she will not marry him, but he refuses, says he loves her. When her baby was born he sent her
money from the prison but it never reached her. She was almost starving. Now his brother has come
and given her money for food. She wants to run away as he comes out of prison in ten days. She seems
a beautiful Christian. She has her English Bible and hymn book. She has well to do relatives in America
24
who would help her if they knew. Her body has suffered every shame but her soul is untouched.

It is no coincidence that Karen Marie Petersen, like Tacy Atkinson, would take a
particular interest in a woman like Digin Versjin and the fate she met. A well-educated, Protestant
Armenian woman could not help but attract the attention and sympathy of Western missionaries,
especially in a rather small, provincial town such as Mezreh. Petersen, though, records her
encounters with Versjin in much more detail than does Atkinson - Petersen quite clearly takes a
special interest in Versjin, in fact she risks her own life to save her. From a scholarly point of view,
it is notable that Petersen‟s written account does not contradict that of her American missionary
colleague. Rather, is supports it and adds depth, nuances, as well as context to it. It is, in the
author‟s opinion, an important early account of, for instance, life as an Armenian woman in
captivity in what was commonly referred to at the time as a Muslim Harem; of missionary
encounters with and perceptions of „the Other,‟ as academic lingo critical of the Orientalist
persuasion will have it; and of center-periphery dynamics, more precisely about Hadji Raja, an
important local genocide perpetrator, his role in the extermination of the Armenians, and how he
would fall in and out favor with Ottoman regional and central authorities (see also the lengthy
discussion in endnote 27). In Karen Marie Petersen‟s words:
“Digin Versjin. One of the most pleasant women! A Madonna-like beauty; a quiet, modest woman
and a true Christian believer. For seven years she and her husband had lived in Liverpool, and they
had now come to the husband‟s home in Mezereh. The home [had] a certain European character,
they were rich and she had many pieces of jewelry and even a piano. There was a little 7-year old
girl [named Mary]. The husband and his family were Catholics, while she, who as a young girl had
attended the college in Adana,25 was a Protestant.
1 July 1915, they had to watch the destruction of this home and the scattering of their
belongings in all directions, and they themselves became refugees. They were, together with the
Catholic congregation, the first group that left Mezereh. They had been promised special protection
by the Vali.26 When the convoy of carriages left Sevang the next day, the Kurds fell over them,
separated the men, and chopped them down. Her husband ran to the carriage and sat down next to
her, probably hoping to be in hiding, but the Kurdish chief, Hadji Raja, 27 came and dragged him out
of the carriage and killed him right before her eyes. Then he took Digin Versjin and all her
belongings back to Sevang and demanded that she should become his. The other women were
plundered too, even the novices, and they were stripped and abducted.

This man, then, took her and the little girl to a house in the town. I heard about this,
found the house, and tried to get to speak to her (on August 1 [1915]). I had to knock on the door in
vain for a long time; finally she came and opened the door herself. It turned out that we could not
enter and that she was only allowed to speak a few words with us. This was because the Kurd was
home, [he] had been on a trip to Istoli [sic: Isoli] (naturally to direct the killings there.)28 He has his
home in Istoli, has [a] wife and children, and now this lovely young woman has to live as his wife.
She has told him that she will not abandon her faith, and she has her Bible which she reads and
takes comfort in. She also has the little girl; when the Kurd calls at her – the child says, ‟I will not
come to you, you have killed my father.‟ Can anyone understand how it has been for such a
sensitive lady to be a prisoner in the house of such a man?
During the winter he brought his Kurdish wife and children from Isoli and this was the
greatest humiliation, having to live together with this woman who naturally disliked her. She had to
see all her jewelry in the possession of this wife, but one day, when [the Kurdish wife] took out the
jewelry, something must have touched her heart, and she gave the little girl two sparkling gems to
use as earrings! But the Kurdish family travelled back to Isoli and the husband persuaded Digin
Versjin to travel with them to that home, something she adamantly refused.
At the end of May [1916], she gave birth to a little girl. The husband was in prison at
the time as he had slandered the Vali to Enver Pasha. He was imprisoned here [„here‟ most likely
meaning Mezreh, MB] for several months, but during this time he had gotten his 2 brothers to
watch Digin Versjin so that she would not run away. But he did not give her enough to eat – she
sold as many as possible of her clothes to buy more food, but she did not have milk for the child
who cried because of that. She had an elderly Armenian woman to help her doing the housework,
and she stuck to her with a touching devotion. She came to me in tears and told about Digin
Versjin‟s unhappy condition. I then visited [Versjin] and gave her money for milk and nutritious
items, but I could sense that it was difficult for her, who had been rich and [one illegible word], to
receive them. It was wonderful to see that despite her hard fate she had not lost her faith in God‟s
love, but was reading the Bible and praying all day long. She hoped that God would give her an
opportunity to escape, but she had no friends who could hide her. We read and prayed together that
God would show a way.
By the end of September, I was once again very worried about her condition. The
Kurd had got out of jail, and because of a hostile relationship with the government, 29 he was in a
difficult position. [Note in original text: „*The government demands some money he owes because

he had controlled the ferry service and the mail service.‟]. His family in Isoli tried to persuade him
to get rid of Digin Versjin and take care of them instead. Digin V. herself has no greater wish than
to be free, but even though he, too, has reasons to wish to be free, he cannot let go of her. He does
not want her to fall into the hands of another Turk [sic] or maybe to suffer want. Whether these are
just empty words, or whether he really means it, I do not know. I could imagine that she by her
quiet and mild ways has influenced him in a good way, and that true devotion and love has found a
place in his evil and cruel heart. As a solution she proposed to travel to Aleppo where she has an
aunt; at first he rejected it, but afterward he accepted this with such an eagerness that she became
suspicious and began to believe that he was thereby planning something: namely to have her
attacked and killed on the road. This way she would not later be able to call him to account for his
evil deeds toward her, or for her money and jewelry that he had acquired.
We were leaning toward believing that he would have her done away with, and
thought it to be the right thing to do if she escaped from him. We managed to find a woman in
Harput, poor and insignificant, who would hide her, and, as Digin V. was not familiar with the road
up there, she was to be disguised, and I should escort her. It had been planned where I should meet
her, and the date had been decided upon (9 September [1916]), and I was tensely awaiting her at the
appointed time, but she did not come. She had not dared to escape after all, not because she feared
for herself, as no price could be too high for her to pay to get out of his hands, but she feared for the
person who was willing to hide her.
It turned out that she had told the Turk [sic] that she would walk out herself, he did
not have to worry about her anymore – but then he had said – ‟Do not think about leaving or hiding.
I will find you even if I have to burn down the whole town – and pity the person in whose house I
find you.‟ After this threat Digin V. would rather wait and see if she could make him let her go
voluntarily. But this period of waiting was hard and nerve wrecking. One evening in early October
the Kurd gets home late and the male servants who slept on the ground floor were asleep and did
not open for him. The old woman walks down and opens the door, but, furious about having to
wait, he takes the old woman, puts her outside, and locks the door. She knocks on the neighbor‟s
door, and the neighbor lets her in. Digin Versjin was beside herself, fearing that something should
happen to the woman, and the husband then says that she had to go down there herself and let her
in, but she feared that someone would stand outside to kill her.
The next day she is beside herself, the child is troubled and uncared for, and the Kurd
regrets to have thrown the old woman out and tells her to come back. She is scared, too, but finally

complies for the sake of her Lady. But she [i.e., Versjin] is so shocked that she starts at the slightest
sound, thinks she is being followed – sees men come who want to tie her up and take her away. The
old woman comes and asks me to come and help. I went there, and as long as I stayed there she was
calm, but she looked very pale and had a frightened look in her eyes. I understood that things would
go wrong if her surroundings did not change and suggested to her (albeit with a pounding heart) that
I should talk to the Kurd to see if he would not allow her to come and visit me for a while. I then
waited for some time while she filled his big leather belt with cartridges, as he was about to travel to
Isoli. She was not to be alone in the house, though, as his 2 brothers were coming to watch her so
that she could not escape. He did not come and I had to go home.
The next day, 6 October, around noon, I went there once more. Digin Versjin had
neither eaten nor slept, but had spent the whole night by the window: ‟to make sure that no one
would come to kill her.‟ I sent a message to Hadji Raja asking for a conversation with him. And he
answered ‟yes, if I would excuse him that he was not dressed.‟ I answered that this meant nothing
and went in with an Armenian woman as interpreter.30 I had expected to see an old, bearded man
with a wild and sinister look, and that I would have to salute in a Turkish manner (bending the hand
toward the chest and the forehead). I am very surprised to see a youthful man with a sturdy figure,
beautiful facial features, and well-dressed, who jumps up from the divan and politely shakes my
hand and asks me in the kindest way to take a seat. I then explained to him that I had a request
which I hoped he would not decline, and told him that I had been there yesterday and had seen how
bad a condition that Digin V. was in. She must have become afraid of something and had quite
clearly lost her mind, something he himself had witnessed. As I cared about her a lot, and as it
saddened me to see her in such a condition, I wanted to ask if she could stay at my place for a while.
It was necessary that she had a ‟change of air.‟
But he did not think that there was any reason for being anxious about her condition;
he had, though, been willing to call a doctor, something she did not want. It was a pleasure for him
to hear my offer, but he could not oblige me as their laws forbade them to let their wives visit a
stranger‟s house. Think of what his friends would say, think of what people would say if they heard
that his wife had gone to another house.31 Unfortunately, it was completely impossible. I discussed
this with him at length and he finally said that she was allowed to walk around as much as she
wanted to and to visit me every day, but she had to come home at night. I said that I could not
believe this, I knew that she had been locked up completely until now and that was not enough
anyway, she was very ill and had to get away completely. „Yes, but what would people say?‟ It was

shameful for such a great man when people talked about his wife! I said, „let people say what they
want.‟ It must be done for her sake, and I promised to take good care of her. Finally he said that he
would have to think about it and give me an answer tomorrow, but if he was to say yes it was only
for my sake.32 (A favor granted to me). I thanked him and politely bid him farewell.
When I went in to Digin V. and also met our Bible woman there, I said: ‟Now is the
time to pray that he is moved to take this step which is so difficult for him.‟ I was already
convinced, though, that the answer would be favorable. But still I had not expected it to come that
soon.33 Shortly after I had gotten home, Digin Versjin arrived with Mary [Versjin‟s oldest daughter,
born in Liverpool] and the little girl. He had said, ‟you can go today and stay for 14 days. Hurry up
before I regret it.‟ And now the wonder had actually happened; she, who had up until now been held
as a slave and jealously guarded, was in our house now, free from the surroundings that were so
dreadful to her. The Lord had worked this wonder in front of our eyes.
Already within the first days the ‟change of air‟ turned out to be beneficial. Digin V.
slept at night and started to eat. Unfortunately, I could not refuse to receive the Kurd‟s visits, but [I]
stayed in the room while he talked to her. He said that he regretted having sent her here, because
now she probably would not come back anymore. He had to travel to Isoli as his wife was lying ill
there. (6 months ago she had a son and he had not been there yet. The wife and her brothers were of
course angry about this insult and the brothers threatened to kill him). On the other hand he could
not live without Digin Versjin. He explained to me that he had to have a wife where he was, one in
Mezreh and one in Isoli!34 He was very agitated and his mind was divided, making him say the
most contradictory things: If you want to stay, then stay and at the next moment ‟I regret not having
killed you, you have gotten me into a real mess,‟ and that all the people in the village would say that
it was great shame for him that his wife had run from him. I said that I thought that he should go to
Isoli and stay there with his real wife and children who probably needed him, and when I was called
out for a moment he said to D. Versjin: ‟She probably wants me to leave so that she can take you to
Dersim [Tunceli].‟ (Over the border to a Kurdish tribe and from there to Russia).
Finally, on 16 October [1916], he left for the village and we were breathing more
freely. Here, he got into a mighty fight with the family. The 5 brothers could not agree on matters of
their property and their part of the looted goods, but they were mainly angry with him because he
had not divorced [or: „gotten rid of‟] Digin V.35 Already after 5 days he returned to sell his
belongings and dissolve the household in Mezereh. He sent for Digin Versjin and set her free
completely and allowed her to take whatever she wanted of the kitchen utensils. And she took a

couple of boilers. It was a joyful day for all of us and I now felt that I had been released from my
promise to look after her and hoped that getting her to Dersim would be successful. ‟The Lord
releases the bound and sets the prisoners free.‟ Times of tribulation returned, though. Not more than
14 days later the Kurd returned from Isoli and wanted her back, claiming that he had never set her
free. It so happened that the Kurd had found out that before the departure [i.e., the July 1915
„deportation‟], Digin V.‟s husband had deposited a large sum in the bank, and the Kurd had not yet
gotten hold of this sum. As he wanted to have it paid out to him, and the government heard that
Digin V. was no longer with him, they refused to give it to him. Now it was important for him to
prove that she had only been away on a visit.”

This is where the document ends. Digin Versjin would appear to be but one of the tens of thousands
of Armenian women and children „absorbed‟ into Muslim households during the Armenian
genocide.36 But in 1920 a rather obscure 12-page booklet was published by the Swedish KMA. It
was written by Karen Marie Petersen, one of many examples of how the independent Scandinavian
KMA branches cooperated, exchanged information, and published translated books, pamphlets, and
even original material collected or written by colleagues from other national branches. 37 The
booklet is titled Digin Virginie: en armenisk kvinnas lidanden (Digin Virginie – the sufferings of an
Armenian woman), and it is by and large based on the original document written by Karen Marie
Petersen translated in full above. The only significant difference is that there is a brief introduction
by Petersen, as well as what amounts to a conclusion to the tale of Digin Versjin that basically takes
off where the original document ends. It will also serve as a conclusion for the purpose of this
paper, a fitting note of hope, sadness, and desperation, but not of forgetting. Karen Marie Petersen
kept her promise to herself, her organization, and the Ottoman authorities: she did return to tell
everything:
The small child died. Having gone insane, she tried to take her own life. Slowly she began to regain her
senses after she returned to us. The orphanage [Emaus] was the only place where she felt safe and
happy. In the spring of 1917 she attempted to escape to Dersim, but she was caught and had to spend a
month in the Turkish women‟s prison among hardened female prisoners, breathing the unhealthiest air,
and living under the cruelest conditions. The last time I saw her and Mary was when we Danish
missionaries [Karen Marie Petersen and Maria Jacobsen] left Mezreh by automobile in the American
car convoy to return to Denmark [in September 1919]. She was in our group of travel companions, but
less than an hour after we left the town the car she drove in had serious engine problems – she had to
stay behind and return… It was the last car convoy of the year – the last chance to get out. I have not
since heard if she managed to get out of the country and if she reached America, something she deeply
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